Abstract. Let ^0(x) e §(/?") and let f R, ^y) dy # 0. For/ e SYÄ"), x E Rn and M > 0, let
1. Introduction. In this note, all functions are real valued and measurable. All numbers are real numbers.
In this section, we consider functions or distributions S' defined on F"; the letter x denotes the vector (xx, . . ., xn) E R" and |x| denotes (2"=i x2)x/2. First, we define HP(R") (0 <p < 1) following Coifman-Weiss [8] . A function a(x) is called ap-atom (0 <p < 1) if there exists a ball B(x0, r) = {x: \x -jc0| < r} such that If such a sequence {A,}°li does not exist, let \\f\\H, = + oo. We define H'(R") = {/ e S'(Ä-): m*> < +0°}-Using the result of Fefferman-Rivière-Sagher [10] that refined the Calderón-Zygmund decomposition, Coifman [5] showed Theorem B. 7/ 1 > p > 0 and if M > [n/p -«] + 1, then c\\rM\\L> <\\f\w < c\\rM\\L> for any f E S YF"), where c and C are positive constants depending only onp, M and n.
Coifman [5] showed this for « = 1 and this is extended to « > 2 by Latter [14] . As a result of Theorem A and Theorem B, the space HP(R"), defined by p-atoms, can be characterized by ||/+||z.i>, that is, c\\f+\\L><\\f\\H><C\\r\\Lr (
for any/ G S ', where C and c depend only onp, « and \¡/0. For p = 1, L. Carleson [3] showed another proof of (*). Extending Carleson's proof, R. Coifman, G. Weiss and Y. Meyer showed that if p = 1, then (*) holds on the space of homogeneous type (see [8, p. 642] ). This proof used the duality of T/'-BMO and the fact that || • \\Hi is a norm. Forp < 1, || • \\H, is not a norm and the argument of dual spaces is not so available.
In this note, we extend Theorem A to the L'-functions defined on the space X, where A' is a space of homogeneous type with certain assumptions. On the other hand, it has been shown by Macias-Segovia [16] that Theorem B holds on X. Thus, as a corollary of these results, we see that (*) holds for p > 1 -e on X, where e is a positive number depending only on X.
Lastly, I would like to thank Professor R. Coifman who suggested the problem to show (*) for p < 1 on the space of homogeneous type in 1976. I would like to thank Mr. M. Satake for valuable information.
2. Definition. In this section, x, y and z denote the elements of a topological space X and X is endowed with a Borel measure p and a quasi-distance d. The latter is a mapping d:
A -xr < n(B(x, r)) < r for any x E X and any r E (0, p(X)). The balls B(x, r) = {y E X: d(x,y) < r} (r > 0) form a basis of open neighbourhoods of the point x.
Further we assume that X is endowed with a nonnegative continuous function K(r, x, y) defined on F + X X XX satisfying (4) K(r, x, y) = 0 if d(x,y)>r,
K(r,x,y)< 1, (7) \K(r, x,y) -K(r, x, z)\ < (d(y, z)/ff for any x,y, z E X and any r E R +, where y ( > 0) is independent of x, y, z and r. These definitions are due to [8] . Notice that there exist C, > 0 and C2 > 0 such that CxK(r,x,y) > 1 (8) for any x E X, y E X and r > 0 satisfying d(x, y) < C2r. For any/(jc) G Lxxoc(X) = {/: /is integrable on any bounded set}, let F(r, x,f) = f K(r, x,y)f(y) dp(y)/r, f+(x) = sup|F(r, x,f)\.
JX r>0
For/(jc) and oo >p > 0 let
The following definition of HP(X) is also almost due to [8] . \f fU)dp(y) \Jx £a(X)={fEL"(X):\\f]fa)<«o}.
Then, || • ||(af) is a norm. When a = 0, it is a BMO norm. When a > 0, it is a Lipschitz norm. If p(X) = oo, then we consider the set of equivalence classes of functions defined by the relation "fx(x) andf2(x) in £a are equivalent iff/, -f2 is constant". We say a(x) is a p-atom if ja(y) dp(y) = 0 and if there exists a ball B(x0, r0) such that supp a(x) c B(x0, r0), \\a\\x < r¿"I/p.
In case p(X) < oo the constant function having fi(X)~x^p is also considered to be a p-atom. It is clear that l«l|e.%-< l where t* is the dual space of £". Remark. This can also be proved by exactly the same way as [15] . [16] showed this theorem more generally for a "distribution" /.
As a corollary of Theorem 1 and Theorem C, we get Corollary 1. There exists p2 < 1, only depending on X, such that for any f G LX(X) and any 1 > p > p2 IL/+||z/<c4||;ik <c5||/*||í/<c6|l/+||í/, where c4, c5 and c6 are positive constants depending only on p and X.
For the proof of Theorem 1, we need the following four lemmas.
In the following, TV and Z mean (1, 2, 3, ... } and {0, ±1, ±2, . . . } respectively. The letters C and C, (z = 3, 4, . . . ) denote the positive constants that depend only on A and y. The various uses of C do not all denote the same constant. Lemma 1. Let dr be a positive measure over X X R + such that v(B(x, r) X (0, r)) <rx+s (10) for any x E X and any r E R +, where 8 > 0 is independent of r and x. Then I r r <!*.*>> \l/0>0 + 8))
(IfXxRJF{r'yJ)x dv{y'r)) < C'*W\WX> for any p > 1 and any f E LP(X), where C s is independent off.
Remark. This lemma is essentially known. For the case 8 = 0, see [18, p. 236 ]. For the case 8 > 0, see Duren [23] .
Proof. Let/ G LP(X). Let A > 0, Vx= {(x,r)EX XR+: \F(r, x,f)\> X], q = 2A.
Let WnX = {x E X: supq»-¡<r<q"\F(r, x,f)\ > A}; then there exists M}^ such that WnX = 0 for any « > Af. For each « < M, there exist disjoint balls {B(ynJ, qn)}j such that ynj E H/">A, B(ynj, ?")nf U U B(ymi, qm)) = 0 (12) \m-»+l i / and that for any x E Wn;K B(x, q") n ( U U B(ymi, qm)) + 0.
By (2) and (11) VXE
cP.s(fx\f(y)f My)) ■ Then, Lemma 1 follows from the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem.
Lemma 2. Let g(x) be a nonnegative function defined on X. Then for each t > 0 there exist {x(g, t,j)}J= iA... C X such that KCx^K(t, x( g, t, j), y) < C3 for any y EX,
Proof. First, we can select {y(t,j)}j=Xt2, sucn mat
2xB(yOJU2Ar'c2t)(x) > 1 for any x E X. (23) j For each _y(z,y), we select x(g, t,j) such that d(x(g, t,j),y(t,j)) < (2.4) "'C^,
g(x(g,t,j))<lf
Then, (20) and (21) follow from (8), (22), (23), (24) and (25).
Lemma 3. There exist px < 1 and C5, only depending on X, such that \ff(y)<pU)dp(y)/r0<C5lf f+(yY'dn(y)/r0) '
for any f E Lxxoc(X) and any <p, x0, r0 satisfying supp «p C B(x0, r0), L((p, y) < r¿y, \\<p\\L~ < 1.
Remark. I borrowed the idea of this proof from Carleson-Garnett [4] and Jones [13] .
Proof. We may assume that r0 = 1 and that <p > 0. Let
and let tj be a sufficiently small positive number, only depending on X. We 
Let S2jA = {x G X: (¡^(x) > A(l -e/"1}. Applying Lemma 2 tog(x) = /+(x) and t = 7)s, we get {x(f + , r¡s,j)}Jm.lA... such that (20) and (21) . Let {x^f, be a subset of (x(/+, T\s,j)}j which is contained in ßj2/3-Then (31) and (32) are satisfied. By (20) , m e(l -e)s 'C, 2 *(V, W) < C3e0 -E)i_1 for any>-G X. and ff(y)v(y) dp(y) -2 e(l -e)-1 2 Cx¡f(y)K{^, xsJ,y) dp(y) = Cxe(l -e)-1^ 2(1 -erV/trrW/)- This is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem. We omit the proof. Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 3,f*(x) < CMp (f+)(x). Thus, by Lemma 4,  nii/ < cwKU+n^-cwiif+,,)iA < c^wf+h-ifp >px. 4 . The kernel whose support is not compact. In this section, we relax the restriction (4). Let Kx(r, x,y) be a nonnegative continuous function defined on F + X X X X such that Extending Theorem 1, we get Theorem 1'. There exists p3 < 1, only depending on X, such that for any f G LX(X) and any p > p3 \\r\\Lp < c7||/+>i|L" where c1 is a positive constant depending only on p and X.
As a corollary of Theorem 1' and Theorem C, we get Corollary 1'. There exists p4 < 1, only depending on X, such that for any f E Lx(X)andany 1 > p >p4 |^ + )||L, < cs\\fl\H, < c9\\r\\Lp < c10||/ + >||£,, where c8, c9 and cx0 are positive constants depending only on p and X.
Remark. The inequality ||/<+)||¿f < CgH/H^, follows easily from (42). For the proof of Theorem 1', it suffices to prove the following. Lemma 3' . There exist p3 < 1 and C's, only depending on X, such that Uf(yMy) dp(y) /r0 < C'5Mp(f^)(x0)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for any f E LX(X) and any <p, x0, r0 satisfying supp <p c F(x0, r0), L(<p, y) < r0~Y, ||<P||¿-< 1-Theorem 1' can be proved in exactly the same way as Theorem 1, replacing Lemma 3 by Lemma 3'. For the proof of Lemma 3', we need the following three lemmas.
In the following, let x0 be fixed and let d(y) = 1 + if(x0, y).
We omit the proof.
Lemma 2'. Let g(x) be a nonnegative function defined on X. Then for each 0 < t < (4A)~5, there exist {x'(g, t,j)}j=x2 such that
7« particular,
for any x E X.
Proof. First, we can select {.>>'(*>/)}./-!* sucn mat
•>B(y'(tJ),(2A) C2td\y\tJ)))
The first inequality of (50) follows from (54), (55) 
by Lemma 5. Thus (52) follows from (57), (50) and (43).
Lemma 6. Let 0 < r < 1 and let {xj}j=x 2i be such that 2 Xb(*,,cw(;c,))(*) < C; for any x E X.
J Let 0 < a, a + y/2 < b « 2y, 0 < M and let
where Xm(') 's the characteristic function of[M, oo). Then 2 Uj(x) < C6d(x)-x-a max(rb, (1 + My"). j
Proof. For each t E N, let v,(x) = 2/ Uj(x), where 2/ means 27:
) dp(y) by (60) 
Summing up (61)- (63), we get the desired estimate. Proof of Lemma 3'. We may assume r0 = 1 and ||<p||¿.~> < 2~~x~y/2. Let
where C7 = 2(2,4)' + y/2Cx, C8 = 4C6C7.
Let r/ be a sufficiently small positive number to be determined later. We inductively construct {^),mMA<J<M C X, and {^}smlf,i<j<m C { -1,0, 1}, where j(s) can be oo, satisfying 
So, if x G ßjl/2, then by (52), (71) and (80),
By Lemma 6, the second term is less than C7e(l -er'Q^r'-^Cpj-'P.
Since tj is sufficiently small, we see that
Similarly,
In this way, by (77), (81) and (82), we see that <ps(x) defined by (75) satisfies (74). Thus, <p(x) =22 C7e(l -ey-XeSjd(xSj)-x-y/2Kx^d(xsj), xsj, x). seN j So, ffU)cp(y) dp(y)\ < C7 2 2 «0 -ey-X-n°d(xSj)-y/2f< + \xSj) For example, see [7] , [8] , [12] and [19] .)
